
Read Well Video Script 
Kindergarten Reading Homework 
Hello. This video will answer many of the questions you might have about reading 
homework in kindergarten. Thank you for watching, and as always, if you have further 
questions, please contact your child’s kindergarten teacher. We are always happy to 
answer reading questions. 
What will the homework look like?  
Reading homework typically starts coming home in October, once your child has been 
assessed and placed in the reading group that best fits their needs. There are two regular 
components of the homework program. The first is a one page letter review (Show A) 
that will come home on the Friday of the week that we learned about that letter in our 
whole group work. This homework is the same for every child in the class. Your child’s job 
is to come up with words that start with the letter at the top, and draw pictures of the 
words, write the words, find images of the words, or a combination of those options in 
the space below. Return this to the classroom when it’s finished. The second component 
is their half sheet small group homework. This is a review of what your child learned in 
their 30 minute reading small group that day and it gets progressively more complex as 
they progress through the units. (Show Prelude A, Unit 1, Unit 5, Unit 15) Your child 
should read it to you at least twice during the evening that it comes home. You then 
initial the bottom and they bring it back to class the next day. They can read it multiple 
times to one person, or once to several people, and twice is just the minimum. They can 
read it as many times as they like, the more practice the better. There are four of these 
for every unit. Depending on what pace your child is working through the unit, there may 
be other homework reading papers that come home for specific skills, but these are the 
basics that every child will receive for every unit. 
What is tracking? 
When your child reads their small group homework to you, please make sure they are 
tracking with their pointer finger. In the beginning, their homework will have dots under 
the letters or words. They should touch these as they read the sound or word (show). 
Later in the units, the dots will be replaced by underlines (show), but their job is still the 
same. Please ensure that your child says the sound or word at the same time as they 
touch the corresponding letter or word. 
What is blending? 
Bumpy blending is the first blending skill they are taught. Bumpy blending is when you 
touch each letter in a word and say the sound that letter makes. (demonstrate) There 
should be a small pause between each sound. 
Smooth blending is the next blending skill they learn, and it is the way we read words for 
the remainder of the year. Smooth blending is when you say the sound for each letter, 
but keep your voice on as you transition. (demonstrate) We use phrases such as “keep 
your motor running,” or “keep your voice on” to cue students to blend the sounds 



together in such a way that there is no pause between the letter sounds. (demonstrate 
new word). When there is a “quick sound” consonant at the beginning of a word (in 
other words a letter that cannot be drawn out such as c, h, or d), we “hook” that sound 
onto the following letter. For example, (demonstrate cat or hat). After we have smoothly 
blended the sounds in a word, we repeat the word in a speaking voice. (demonstrate).  
We smooth blend to figure out words we do not know. On the Day 4 homework papers, 
the section called Words you Can Sound Out (show) is meant to be smooth blended. If 
your child gets stuck while smooth blending, they should go back to bumpy blending the 
word and then trying a smooth blend again. (demonstrate) 
Keep in mind, that we teach the long e sound first (eee), the w says woo, and we don’t 
have the uh sound at the end of letter sounds. For example, j says j, not juh. F says f, not 
fuh, and so on. 
What are tricky words? 
There are some words that smooth blending will not help us figure out. We call these 
words tricky words, and they are listed on the Day 4 homework as Words You Have 
Learned. Words such as the, his, want, etc. are not able to be smooth blended. We 
practice these words on flash cards as well as in the daily magazines for automaticity so 
that when your child sees them, they know them right away. 
 
 


